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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Directed acyclic independence graphs (DAIGs) play an important role in recent
developments in probabilistic expert systems and influence diagrams (Chyu [1]).
The purpose of this note is to show that DAIGs can usefully be grouped into
equivalence classes where the members of a single class share identical Markov
properties. These equivalence classes can be identified via a simple graphical cri-
terion. This result is particularly relevant to model selection procedures for
DAIGs (see, e.g., Cooper and Herskovits [2] and Madigan and Raftery [4])
because it reduces the problem of searching among possible orientations of a
given graph to that of searching among the equivalence classes.
Following Lauritzen, Dawid, Larseri, and Leimer [3], we consider a directed
acyclic graph G = (V,E) with v nodes representing discrete random variables
Xh i = 1, . . . , v, and a set of directed edges E. The undirected graph associated
with G is defined as G~ = (V,E~) with the same vertex set and an undirected
edge replacing each directed edge. We define the morality of G, denoted cM(G)
to be the set of triples (i,j,k) where i,j,kG V,j,kEpa(i), and there is no edge
linking j and k (J and k are "immoral" parents of /). A directed acyclic graph
satisfies the Wermuth condition if no subgraph has the configuration shown in
Figure 1, i.e., if no node has two or more "immoral parents." The moral graph
associated with G is the undirected graph GM = (V,EM) on the same vertex set
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FIGURE 1. A forbidden Wermuth configuration.
and with an edge set obtained by including all edges in E together with all edges
necessary to eliminate forbidden Wermuth configurations from G. If two
DAIGs G\ and G2 have identical Markov properties, then we have Gt - G2.
2. EQUIVALENCE CLASSES AND MORALITY
It is well known that for a DAIG G, if GM = G~, then the Markov proper-
ties of G are identical to those of GM (see, e.g., Whittaker [6, Chapter 3]). Let
G, = (K,£|) be a DAIG that is derived from G by reorienting one or more
edges. It follows immediately that if Gf = GM = G~, then G, ~ G. For exam-
ple, consider the DAIGs of Figure 2. Here, G% = GB = GJ = Gg and thus
GA ~ GB-
Now consider a DAIG G for which GM =£ G~. We will show that any ori-
entation of the edges of G that does not alter the morality of G does not alter
the Markov properties of G. Before formally establishing this result, we con-
sider the example in Figure 3. We have that <M(GA) = <M(GB) = <M(GC) =
((3,2,4)) and hence GA~GB~ Gc (for all three we have 3± 112,4 and 2_L4| 1).
GB
FIGURE 2.






However, cM(Go) = 1(3,2,4),(1,2,4)) and the Markov properties of GD are dif-
ferent from the other three (3x112,4 and 2x4).
Here we present a result of Shachter [5] required in Proposition 2.2.
THEOREM 2.1: Let Goid = (V,E) be a DAIG and let i,j e V where i E pa(y)
old.
Let Gnew be a DAIG that is obtained from Goid by reorienting the edge from i
to j and setting:
pa(/Tw = HD [j] and pa(./)new = H,
where H = pa(/)old U pa(y)°ld\(/). Then Gold ~ Gnew.
PROOF: This follows from the arc reversal theorem of Shachter [5]. •
PROPOSITION 2.2: Let G= {V,E).and Gj = (V,Ej) where G~ = Gj and Gj is
derived from G by reorienting J edges, J>\. IfJA (G) = cM (Gj), then G~ Gj.
PROOF: First consider the case where 7 = 1 . Suppose that / e pa(y')c and
j S pa(/)Cl for some (unique) ij E V. If pa(y)c U pa(/)°\(i) = 0 , then
from Theorem 2.1 we have G ~ Gt.
If there is some k G pa(y')c, k ^ i, then it follows that k G pa(/)c since
cM(G) = cM(Gi) and cycles are forbidden. Similarly, for any / e pa(/)c we
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have / 6 pa(y)c. Therefore, no new new links are required for the arc reversal
procedure of Theorem 2.1 and G - C,.
It remains to show that Gj can be derived from G by reorienting one edge
at a time. Suppose that a set F C E of F< J edges remains to be reoriented and
that the reversal of any one of these edges would result in a graph GF-{ with
cM(G/r_i) * (cM(G) = cM(Gy)). Then for every edge (i,j) E F, reversal of
(i,j) will add (remove) an element to (from) cM(G), which will subsequently be
removed (added) with later reversals. For each such edge (i,j) E Fthere exists
a fee pa(/)/pa(y) with (k,i) E F. But for this to be true for all (i,j) E F, the
edges of F must form one or more directed cycles, which is forbidden. •
A ckno wledgmen ts
This paper has benefited from discussions with Russell Almond, Danika Lew, Adrian Raftery, and
Jeremy York.
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Addendum
I have recently been informed that similar results in the context of chain graphs have been presented
in Frydenberg, Morten (1990). The chain graph Markov property. Scandinavian Journal of Statistics
17:333-353.
